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Abstract In this study, a new model of distributed

genetic algorithm (DGA) for cluster systems is pro-

posed. That is called Dual Individual Distributed

Genetic Algorithm: DuDGA. DGA is a very good

parallel model of genetic algorithms, because the

necessary network traÆc is not so heavy. On the

other hand, DGA needs additional parameters to

simple GA such as migration rate and migration

intervals. In the DuDGA, each island of DGA

has only two individuals. Because of this constitu-

tion, Necessary parameters decrease markedly. At

the same time, the searching ability improves and

the network traÆc is also decrease. These char-

acteristics are suitable for the PC cluster systems.

Through the typical test functions, these character-

istics are con�rmed and discussed.

Keywords: Distributed Genetic Algorithm, Paral-

lel Processing, Distributed Processing

1 Introduction

Genetic Algorithm (GA) that mimics the

mechanism of the creature's heredity and the

evolution is one of the optimization tools [1].

Because GA is one of the multi point search-

ing and the stochastic algorithm, GA can �nd

the optimum even when there are several peaks

of local minimums in searching �eld. At the

same time, GA can deal with not only the

continuos searching domain but also the dis-

crete searching domain. On the other hand,

there are several problems in GAs. One of

the biggest problems is the necessity of huge

computational cost. To solve this problem, the

operation of GA in parallel is one of the solu-

tions. Distributed Genetic Algorithm (DGA)

is one of the models of the parallel genetic al-

gorithms [2]. In this model, the necessary net-

work traÆc is very small. Therefore, DGA is

a suitable model for PC cluster systems.

In this paper, the DGA is extended and

a new model of distributed genetic algorithm

(DGA) for cluster systems is proposed. That

is called Dual Individual Distributed Genetic

Algorithm: DuDGA. In this model, there are

only two individuals in each island. Because

of this constitution, the number of setting pa-

rameters is decreased. At the same time, the

searching ability is increased to compare with

the normal DGA. In the implementation of the

parallel of DuDGA, each processor has several

numbers of islands. In each processor, DuDGA

is performed. After some iterations, an island

is exchanged. There are a lot of islands in

DuDGA, but only one island is moved to the

other processor. Therefore, the network traÆc

is very small. It can be said that DuDGA is

very suitable to PC cluster systems.

The characteristics of DuDGA are examined

through the numerical examples. By dappling

DuDGA to typical test functions, it is found

that DuDGA has high searching ability and

high parallel eÆciency on PC cluster systems.



2 Distributed Genetic Algo-

rithm

Distributed Genetic Algorithm (DGA) is one

of the models of parallel GAs [3, 4, 5]. In the

DGA, the following steps are performed.

1. Initialize : The total population is divided

into sub populations

2. SGA : SGA (or other GA) is performed in

each island for several iterations.

3. Migration : After several iterations, some

of the individuals are chosen and are

moved to the other island. This operation

is called migration. The iteration is called

migration interval. The number of chosen

individuals is determined by the number

of individuals and the parameter of migra-

tion rate. After the migration, the process

is returned to the SGA process.

In this model, usually, each island is allo-

cated to a processor and the network commu-

nication does not happened frequently. There-

fore, this model is very suitable model to the

cluster parallel computer systems. Moreover,

the DGA can derived the good solutions with

smaller calculation cost compared to the one

population model [6, 7]. Therefore, this model

is useful not only in the parallel processing sys-

tems but also in the sequential processing sys-

tems.

The GAs have several parameters and these

parameters should be determined by users. In

the DGAs, moreover, users should determine

the additional parameters: island number, mi-

gration rate and migration interval. Cuntu-Paz

investigated the topologies, migration rates

and multi population of DGA [8]. However,

the problem of the parameter setting is still

existed.

3 Dual Individual Distributed

Genetic Algorithm

In this section, a new model of distributed ge-

netic algorithm: Dual Individual Genetic Algo-

rithm (DuDGA) is explained. At �rst, the over

view of DuDGA is explained. Then, the imple-

mentation of parallel processing of DuDGA is

explained.

3.1 Overview of DuDGA

In the DuDGA, there are only two individuals

in each island. The concept is shown in Fig-

ure 5.

In the proposed DuDGA, the following op-

erations are performed.

� The number of population in each island:

There are only two.

� Selection: The individuals whose �tness

values are best in the present generation

and one previous generation are remained.

� Migration method: The migration indi-

vidual is chosen randomly.

� Migration topology: It is a stepping stone.

The destination of the migration is deter-

mined randomly at every migration event.

DGA can derived the better solutions with

the smaller calculation costs, compared to the

simple GA. However, in the DGA, there are

several parameters. Since the parameters af-

fected to the quality of the solutions, the users

should determine these parameters carefully.

In DuDGA, most of the parameters are de-

termined automatically, since there are only

two individuals in each island. Such as,

� crossover rate: 1.0

� number of islands: total population size/2

� migration rate: 0.5 .

This is one of the advantages of the DuDGA.

Users are free from some parameter settings.

3.2 Parallel Implementation of

DuDGA

Since there are a lot of individuals in DuDGA,

the parallel process of DuDGA is performed as

follows.



1. The islands are divided into sub groups.

Each group is assigned to one processor.

2. In each group, DuDGA is performed. In

this step, the migration is occurred just in

the group.

3. After some iteration, one of the islands in

each group is chosen and is moved to the

other group.

4. The step is returned to step 2.

Because just one island is chosen to move to the

other group the network traÆc is very small.

The concept of this parallel implementation is

shown in Figure 6. In this Figure, there is an

example that has two processors.

4 Numerical Examples

4.1 Test Function and Used param-

eters

The discussion is performed through the fol-

lowing four types of numerical test functions.

F1 = 10N +
NX

i=1

fx2i � 10cos(2�xi)g

(�5:12 � xi < 5:12) (1)

F2 =
NX

i=1

f100(x2i�1 � x22i)
2 + (x2i � 1)2g

(�2:048 � xi < 2:048) (2)

F3 = 1 +
10X

n=i

x2i
4000

�
NY

n=1

cos(
xip
i
)

(�512 � xi < 512) (3)

F4 =
NX

i=1

(
iX

j=1

xj)
2

(�64 � xi < 64) (4)

The number of design variables (ND) and

the number of bits (NB) of the test functions

are summarized in Table 1.

Because the Rastrigin function (F1) is the

function whose design variable is independence

respectively to the objective function, it is easy

Table 1: Test Functions

Function Name ND NB

F1 Rastrigin 20 200

F2 Rosenbrock 5 50

F3 Griewank 10 100

F4 Ridge 10 100

for GA to derive the solutions. On the other

hand, the Rosenbrock function (F2) and the

Ridge function (F4) are diÆcult for the GA to

�nd the solutions because the design variables

are not independent to the objective function.

The Griewank function (F3) is the problem of

the diÆcult of the middle degree between F1
and F2.

Used parameters are summarized in Table 2.

The results are derived with these parameters.

Table 2: Used Parameters

DGA DuDGA

Crossover rate 1.0 1.0

Population size 240 240

Mutation rate 1=L 1=L

Number of islands 4, 8, 12, 24 120

Migration rate 0.3 0.5

migration interval 5 5

L : Chromosome length

Besides these parameters, the algorithm is

terminated, when the number of generation is

over 5000. All of the results are the average of

20 trials.

In the DGA, there are several parameters.

However, in the island of the DuDGA, because

there are only two individuals, the parameters

automatically determined except the popula-

tion size and the migration interval.

4.2 Cluster system

In this paper, the simulation is performed on

the PC cluster that is constructed with 16 PCs.

The detail speck of this PC cluster system is



shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Speck of 16 PC cluster system

CPU Pentium II (400 MHz) � 16

Memory 128 MB

OS Linux 2.2.10

Network FastEthernet

Switching HUB

TCP/IP

Communication

library MPICH 1.1.2

This cluster system is a kind of Beowulf clus-

ter and has normal networks. Therefore, when

the network traÆc is heavy, the parallel eÆ-

ciency becomes very low.

4.3 Searching Ability of DuDGA

To �nd the searching ability of DuDGA, the

covering rate and the number of evaluations

are shown in Figure 1 and 2 respectively.
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Figure 2: Number of Evaluations

The covering rate is the success rate of �nd-

ing the optimum of each problem. Therefore,

1.0 is the best value for the covering rate. In

GAs, usually, the evaluation part takes a lot

of time. Therefore, the number of evaluation

is very important index and the smaller values

are better.

The DuDGA has good results in Figure 1

and 2 in every test function. It suggests that

the number of island becomes bigger in DGA,

the ability becomes better. We did not exam-

ine other model of DGA such as that whose

population size of each island is 4 or 8. How-

ever, the DuDGA can be said the reasonable

model, because users need not to determine the

island number, the crossover rate and migra-

tion intervals.

Figure 7 and 8 are the history of evalua-

tion values and the hamming distance to the

optimum solution respectively. These are the

results of the Rastrigin function (F1).

The progress of the evaluation values of the

DuDGA is not good in the �rst half part of

the generation compared to the other DGAs.

This is because the DuDGA is searching not

in the local but in the global. On the other

hand, in the latter half of the part, the val-

ues of the DuDGA are converged quickly and

found the better solutions than those of the

other DGAs. Therefore, in the latter half of

the part the DuDGA is searching in local.

From these results, it can be said that the

searching ability of DuDGA is made progress

compared to the DGA.

4.4 Parallel EÆciency

To �nd the parallel eÆciency, the speed up of

DuDGA is shown in Figure 3. This is also a re-

sult of the Rastrigin function (F1). The speed

up means the rate with the calculation time of

one processor and the multi processors. These

results are derived by the DuDGA whose pop-

ulation size and the number of islands are the

same but the number of groups is di�erent.

From Figure 3, DuDGA can speed up in

good rate and some reasons are considered as

the followings. First of all, the network traf-
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cessor)

�c of DuDGA is very small so that there is

no a�ection by the network traÆc jam. The

other reason is not the parallel e�ect but the

distributed e�ect. The Distributed e�ect de-

creases the number of calculation.

In Figure 4, the calculation time that is de-

rived by the PC cluster system is shown. This

result is obtained in the situation where there

are 16 groups of DuDGA. Therefore, when

there are two processors, each processor has

8 groups. When there are 8 processors, each

processor has 2 groups.

In Figure 4, it can also be said that the num-

ber of processor becomes bigger, the calcula-

tion time is smaller.
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Figure 4: Calculation time (16 processes)

In this situation, there are several processes

in one processor. This is unfavorable condi-

tion in Linux, because it cannot be obtained

high eÆciency by message passings on Linux.

Therefore, when we need better solutions, we

should use the threads in the processor or just

use the same number of groups as the number

of processors.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, a new model of distributed ge-

netic algorithm is proposed. That is called

Dual Individual Distributed Genetic Algo-

rithm: DuDGA. In the DuDGA, there are

only two individuals and this constitution re-

duces the number of necessary parameters of

DGA. At the same time, the searching ability

is also made progress compared to the DGA.

The DuDGA is applied to �nding the optimum

of some typical test functions on the PC clus-

ter systems. Through the numerical examples,

the characteristics of DuDGA are con�rmed.

By dappling the DuDGA to the test functions,

it is found that the DuDGA has high search-

ing ability and its network cost is very small.

Therefore, it can be concluded that DuDGA

is a suitable model of GAs for PC cluster sys-

tems.
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Figure 5: Dual Individual Distributed Genetic Algorithms
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Figure 6: Parallel implementation of DuDGA
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